
CHARTER CHAT NOTES 
12/06/20  
Facilitator: Larry R. 
Host: Emily D. 
Note-Taker/Live Q & A monitor: Janis H.  
Zoom Chat Monitor: Nancy, Marcy, Lisa  
CRC Facilitators: Tony P, Lisa F.  
 

The first half of the Charter Chat (CC) consisted of introductions/meeting guidelines and a deeper dive into 
some answers that did not get addressed during our first CC. The attendees were polled on which three 
questions (of five) they wanted to discuss. The highlighted questions below won the majority. There was 
dialogue following each topic, and inevitably some questions did not get addressed due to time. The 
unanswered questions/comments are nested under their related topic.  (Q=Question C=Comment)  
The second half of the CC was meant to gather community input and start a conversation about what is 
working well/less well in town government. Finally, we invited the attendees to poll the success of the CC and 
provide suggestions for future chats. We appreciate time and commitment of all involved.  
 
BLOCK ONE: CHARTER AND RELATED TOPICS  

POLL RESULTS: “5 potential discussion topics from CC #1”  

1. Who is the Collins Center? What is their role/value in the CR process?  
2. What items can be changed/added in the Charter (with examples)? 

Q: Can the job description of the TM be in the charter? 
3. How can the Charter better reflect our town values around diversity, inclusivity, equity, human rights, 

etc? 
Q: Why hasn’t there been another motion to create a Human Rights Commission?  
C: I believe that making the town reflect our values starts with accountability. If our government 
is not responsive, we don’t have any leverage on values and goals. 

4. Overview of Watertown’s municipal government structure. 
Q: Does the Town Council have a role in holding the Town Manager accountable for acting on 
policies?  
Q: Is it a conflict of interest that the president sits on a committee that takes up most of our 
budget? 
Q: As we imagine what our town might look like 5-10 years from now, what might be most 
important and how do we incorporate that into this Charter? 
Q: Clarification requested r.e. town councilor responsibilities/salary  
Q: Does the Council have sufficient info to rate the TM in each area? 
Q: What is pure majority in the Council? School committee?  
C: The Strong Manager form of government may have served the town well in the past, but it 
does not meet the demands we are facing at present.  Times have changed and there is not 
enough accountability to the voters.  I would like to see discussion of changing the form of 
government to provide more accountability. 
 

5. Outside of a CR year, how can the Charter be changed? 
 

BLOCK 2: TOWN GOVERNMENT  

WHAT IS WORKING WELL IN TOWN GOVERNMENT?  

- Library services 



- The democratic process  
- Subcommittee structure  
- Frugality with town budget/funds; budget structure 
- Accessibility of *some* councilors 
- Parks & Rec maintenance  
- Farmer’s Market  
- Committed/hard-working town councilors  
- Basic services: trash, recycling, plowing, tax collecting  
- Base level of professionalism with how the town performs  

WHAT IS WORKING LESS WELL IN TOWN GOVERNMENT?  

- Communication, customer service, and public engagement at all levels 
- Limited consideration of community input 
- Police Dept culture  
- Unwillingness to examine racism  
- Accountability of all leaders (TM, Police, etc); better oversight  
- Lack of clarity on who is responsible for what; e.g. DPW vs. School vs Recc vs. Conservation when it 

comes to how parks and open space are managed.  
- Power structures: TM & TP were mentioned. If they are able to stay in these roles for so long there 

needs to be strong accountability policies in place  
- Lack of diversity/equity/inclusion: we need better representation and support systems to 

ensure/maintain a level of equity in the town 
- Unclear values/vision  
- Resistance to innovation 
- Poor management of street scapes/curbs/enforcing resident policies   

BLOCK 3: FEEDBACK/SUGGESTIONS 

POLL RESULTS: “Rate today’s Charter Chat on a scale of 1-5”  
5 (Excellent): 25% 
4 (Great): 50% 
3 (Mediocre): 19% 
2 (Needs Work): 6% 
1 (Poor): 0% 
 

FUTURE IDEAS FOR CHARTER CHATS  

- More time for participant comments 
- A full discussion of advantages and concerns about councilor/mayor form of gov’t 
- Start a discussion regarding preamble/vision. 
- How have previous Charter revisions addressed voter concerns?  
- Start a discussion r.e. how we can make outreach more of a 2-way process.  

 

 


